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On Mixtilinear Incircles and Excircles

Khoa Lu Nguyen and Juan Carlos Salazar

Abstract. A mixtilinear incircle (respectively excircle) of a triangle is tangent to
two sides and to the circumcircle internally (respectively externally). We study
the configuration of the three mixtilinear incircles (respectively excircles). In
particular, we give easy constructions of the circle (apart from the circumcircle)
tangent the three mixtilinear incircles (respectively excircles). We also obtain a
number of interesting triangle centers on the line joining the circumcenter and
the incenter of a triangle.

1. Preliminaries

In this paper we study two triads of circles associated with a triangle, the mix-
tilinear incircles and the mixtilinear excircles. For an introduction to these circles,
see [4] and§§2, 3 below. In this section we collect some important basic results
used in this paper.

Proposition 1 (d’Alembert’s Theorem [1]). Let O1(r1), O2(r2), O3(r3) be three
circles with distinct centers. According as ε = +1 or −1, denote by A1ε, A2ε, A3ε

respectively the insimilicenters or exsimilicenters of the pairs of circles ((O2), (O3)),
((O3), (O1)), and ((O1), (O2)). For εi = ±1, i = 1, 2, 3, the points A1ε1 , A2ε2

and A3ε3 are collinear if and only if ε1ε2ε3 = −1. See Figure 1.

The insimilicenter and exsimilicenter of two circles are respectively their inter-
nal and external centers of similitude. In terms of one-dimensional barycentric
coordinates, these are the points

ins(O1(r1), O2(r2)) =
r2 ·O1 + r1 ·O2

r1 + r2
, (1)

exs(O1(r1), O2(r2)) =
−r2 ·O1 + r1 ·O2

r1 − r2
. (2)

Proposition 2. Let O1(r1), O2(r2), O3(r3) be three circles with noncollinears cen-
ters. For ε = ±1, let Oε(rε) be the Apollonian circle tangent to the three circles,
all externally or internally according as ε = +1 or −1. Then the Monge line con-
taining the three exsimilicenters exs(O2(r2), O3(r3)), exs(O3(r3), O1(r1)), and
exs(O1(r1), O2(r2)) is the radical axis of the Apollonian circles (O+) and (O−).
See Figure 1.
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Lemma 3. Let BC be a chord of a circle O(r). Let O1(r1) be a circle that touches
BC at E and intouches the circle (O) at D. The line DE passes through the
midpoint A of the arc BC that does not contain the point D. Furthermore, AD ·
AE = AB2 = AC2.

Proposition 4. The perspectrix of the circumcevian triangle of P is the polar of P
with respect to the circumcircle.

LetABC be a triangle with circumcenterO and incenterI. For the circumcircle
and the incircle,

ins((O), (I)) =
r ·O + R · I

R + r
= X55,

exs((O), (I)) =
−r ·O + R · I

R− r
= X56.

in the notations of [3]. We also adopt the following notations.

A0 point of tangency of incircle withBC
A1 intersection ofAI with the circumcircle
A2 antipode ofA1 on the circumcircle

Similarly defineB0, B1, B2, C0, C1 andC2. Note that
(i) A0B0C0 is the intouch triangle ofABC,
(ii) A1B1C1 is the circumcevian triangle of the incenterI,
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(iii) A2B2C2 is the medial triangle of the excentral triangle,i.e., A2 is the midpoint
between the excentersIb and Ic. It is also the midpoint of the arcBAC of the
circumcircle.

2. Mixtilinear incircles

TheA-mixtilinear incircle is the circle(Oa) that touches the raysAB andAC
at Ca andBa and the circumcircle(O) internally atX. See Figure 2. Define the
B- andC-mixtilinear incircles(Ob) and(Oc) analogously, with points of tangency
Y andZ with the circumcircle. See [4]. We begin with an alternative proof of the
main result of [4].

Proposition 5. The lines AX, BY , CZ are concurrent at exs((O), (I)).

Proof. SinceA = exs((Oa), (I)) andX = exs((O), (Oa)), the lineAX passes
throughexs((O), (I)) by d’Alembert’s Theorem. For the same reason,BY and
CZ also pass through the same point. �
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Lemma 6. (1) I is the midpoint of BaCa.
(2) The A-mixtilinear incircle has radius ra = r

cos2 A
2

.

(3) XI bisects angle BXC .
See Figure 3.

Consider the radical axis�a of the mixtilinear incircles(Ob) and(Oc).

Proposition 7. The radical axis �a contains
(1) the midpoint A1 of the arc BC of (O) not containing the vertex A,
(2) the midpoint Ma of IA0, where A0 is the point of tangency of the incircle with
the side BC .
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Proof. (1) By Lemma 3,Z, Ac andA1 are collinear, so areY , Ab, A1. Also,
A1Ac · A1Z = A1B

2 = A1C
2 = A1Ab · A1Y . This shows thatA1 is on the

radical axis of(Ob) and(Oc).
(2) Consider the incircle(I) and theB-mixtilinear incircle(Ob) with common

ex-tangentsBA andBC. Since the circle(I) touchesBA andBC atC0 andA0,
and the circle(Ob) touches the same two lines atCb andAb, the radical axis of
these two circles is the line joining the midpoints ofCbC0 andAbA0. SinceAb,
I, Cb are collinear, the radical axis of(I) and(Ob) passes through the midpoints
of IA0 and IC0. Similarly, the radical axis of(I) and (Oc) passes through the
midpoints ofIA0 and IB0. It follows that the midpoint ofIA0 is the common
point of these two radical axes, and is therefore a point on the radical axis of(Ob)
and(Oc). �

Theorem 8. The radical center of (Oa), (Ob), (Oc) is the point J which divides
OI in the ratio

OJ : JI = 2R : −r.

Proof. By Proposition 7, the radical axis of(Ob) and(Oc) is the lineA1Ma. Let
Mb andMc be the midpoints ofIB0 andIC0 respectively. Then the radical axes of
(Oc) and(Oa) is the lineB1Mb, and that of(Oa) and(Ob) is the lineC1Mc. Note
that the trianglesA1B1C1 andMaMbMc are directly homothetic. SinceA1B1C1

is inscribed in the circleO(R) andMaMbMc in inscribed in the circleI(r
2 ), the

homothetic center of the triangles is the pointJ which divides the segmentOI in
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the ratio
OJ : JI = R : −r

2
= 2R : −r. (3)

See Figure 5. �
Remark. Let T be the homothetic center of the excentral triangleIaIbIc and the
intouch triangleA0B0C0. This is the triangle centerX57 in [3]. Since the excentral
triangle has circumcenterI′, the reflection ofI in O,

OT : TI ′ = 2R : −r.

Comparison with (3) shows thatJ is the reflection ofT in O.

3. The mixtilinear excircles

The mixtilinear excircles are defined analogously to the mixtilinear incircles,
except that the tangencies with the circumcircle are external. TheA-mixtilinear
excircle(O′

a) can be easily constructed by noting that the polar ofA passes through
the excenterIa; similarly for the other two mixtilinear excircles. See Figure 6.

Theorem 9. If the mixtilinear excircles touch the circumcircle at X′, Y ′, Z ′ re-
spectively, the lines AX′, BY ′, CZ ′ are concurrent at ins((O), (I)).

Theorem 10. The radical center of the mixtilinear excircles is the reflection of J
in O, where J is the radical center of the mixtilinear incircles.

Proof. The polar ofA with respect to(O′
a) passes through the excenterIa. Simi-

larly for the other two polars ofB with respect to(O′
b) andC with respect to(O′

c).
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Let A3B3C3 be the triangle bounded by these three polars. LetA4, B4, C4 be the
midpoints ofA0A3, B0B3, C0C3 respectively. See Figure 7.

SinceIaIbA3Ic is a parallelogram, andA2 is the midpoint ofIbIc, it is also the
midpoint ofA3Ia. SinceB3C3 is parallel toIbIc (both being perpendicular to the
bisectorAA1), Ia is the midpoint ofB3C3. Similarly, Ib, Ic are the midpoints
of C3A3 andA3B3, and the excentral triangle is the medial triangle ofA3B3C3.
Note also thatI is the circumcenter ofA3B3C3 (since it lies on the perpendicular
bisectors of its three sides). This is homothetic to the intouch triangleA0B0C0 at
I, with ratio of homothety− r

4R .
If A4 is the midpoint ofA0A3, similarly forB4 andC4, thenA4B4C4 is homo-

thetic toA3B3C3 with ratio 4R−r
4R .

We claim thatA4B4C4 is homothetic toA2B2C2 at a pointJ′, which is the
radical center of the mixtilinear excircles. The ratio of homothety is clearly4R−r

R .
Consider the isosceles trapezoidB0C0B3C3. SinceB4 andC4 are the midpoints

of the diagonalsB0B3 andC0C3, andB3C3 contains the points of tangencyBa,
Ca of the circle(O′

a) with AC andAB, the lineB4C4 also contains the midpoints
of B0Ba andC0Ca, which are on the radical axis of(I) and(O′

a). This means that
the lineB4C4 is the radical axis of(I) and(O′

a).
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It follows thatA4 is on the radical axis of(O′
b) and(O′

c). Clearly,A2 also lies on
the same radical axis. This means that the radical center of the mixtilinear excircles
is the homothetic center of the trianglesA2B2C2 andA4B4C4. Since these two
triangles have circumcentersO andI, and circumradiiR and4R−r

2 , the homothetic
center is the pointJ′ which dividesIO in the ratio

J ′I : J ′O = 4R − r : 2R. (4)

Equivalently,OJ′ : J ′I = −2R : 4R − r. The reflection ofJ′ in O dividesOI in
the ratio2R : −r. This is the radical centerJ of the mixtilinear incircles. �

4. Apollonian circles

Consider the circleO5(r5) tangent internally to the mixtilinear incircles atA5,
B5, C5 respectively. We call this the inner Apollonian circle of the mixtilinear
incircles. It can be constructed fromJ sinceA5 is the second intersection of the
line JX with theA-mixtilinear incircle, and similarly forB5 andC5. See Figure
8. Theorem 11 below gives further details of this circle, and an easier construction.
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Theorem 11. (1) Triangles A5B5C5 and ABC are perspective at ins((O), (I)).
(2) The inner Apollonian circle of the mixtilinear incircles has center O5 divid-

ing the segment OI in the ratio 4R : r and radius r5 = 3Rr
4R+r .

Proof. (1) Let P = exs((O5), (I)), andQa = exs((O5), (O′
a)). The following

triples of points are collinear by d’Alembert’s Theorem:
(1) A, A5, P from the circles(O5), (I), (Oa);
(2) A, Qa, A5 from the circles(O5), (Oa), (O′

a);
(3) A, Qa, P from the circles(O5), (I), (O′

a);
(4) A, X ′, ins((O), (I)) from the circles(O), (I), (O′

a).
See Figure 9. Therefore the linesAA5 contains the pointsP andins((O), (I))

(along withQa, X ′). For the same reason, the linesBB5 andCC5 contain the
same two points. It follows thatP andins((O), (I)) are the same point, which is
common toAA5, BB5 andCC5.

(2) Now we compute the radiusr5 of the circle(O5). From Theorem 8,OJ :
JI = 2R : −r. AsJ = exs((O), (O5)), we haveOJ : JO5 = R : −r5. It follows
thatOJ : JI : JO5 = 2R : −r : −2r5, and

OO5

OI
=

2(R− r5)
2R − r

. (5)

SinceP = exs((O5), (I)) = ins((O), (I)), it is also ins((O), (O5)). Thus,
OP : PO5 : PI = R : r5 : r, and

OO5

OI
=

R + r5

R + r
. (6)
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Comparing (5) and (6), we easily obtainr5 = 3Rr
4R+r . Consequently,OO5

OI =
4R

4R+r andO5 dividesOI in the ratioOO5 : O5I = 4R : r. �

The outer Apollonian circle of the mixtilinear excircles can also be constructed
easily. If the linesJ′X ′, J ′Y ′, J ′Z ′ intersect the mixtilinear excircles again at
A6, B6, C6 respectively, then the circleA6B6C6 is tangent internally to each of
the mixtilinear excircles. Theorem 12 below gives an easier construction without
locating the radical center.

Theorem 12. (1) Triangles A6B6C6 and ABC are perspective at exs((O), (I)).
(2) The outer Apollonian circle of the mixtilinear excircles has center O6 divid-

ing the segment OI in the ratio −4R : 4R + r and radius r6 = R(4R−3r)
r .
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Proof. (1) SinceA6 = exs((O′
a), (O6)) andA = exs((I), (O′

a)), by d’Alembert’s
Theorem, the lineAA6 passes throughP = exs((O6), (I)). For the same reason
BB6 andCC6 pass through the same point, the trianglesA6B6C6 andABC are
perspective atP = exs((I), (O6)). See Figure 10.

By Proposition 2,AB, X′Y ′, A6B6, andO′
aO

′
b concur atS = exs((O′

a), (O′
b))

on the radical axis of(O) and(O6). Now: SA · SB = SX ′ · SY ′ = SA6 · SB6.
Let AA6, BB6, CC6 intersect the circumcircle(O) at A′, B′, C ′ respectively.
SinceSA · SB = SA6 · SB6, ABA6B6 is cyclic. Since∠BAA6 = ∠BB′A′ =
∠BB6A6, A′B′ is parallel toA6B6. Similarly,B′C ′ andC′A′ are parallel toB6C6

andC6A6 respectively. Therefore the trianglesA′B′C ′ andA6B6C6 are directly
homothetic, and the center of homothety isP = exs((O), (O6)).

SinceP = exs((O), (O6)) = exs((I), (O6)), it is alsoexs((O), (I)), andPI :
PO = r : R.

(2) SinceA6 = exs((O6), (O′
a)) andX′ = ins((O′

a), (O)), by d’Alembert’s
Theorem, the lineA6X

′ passes throughK = ins((O), (O6)). For the same reason,
B6Y

′ andC6Z
′ pass through the same pointK.

We claim thatK is the radical centerJ′ of the mixtilinear excircles. Since
SX ′ ·SY ′ = SA6 ·SB6, we conclude thatX′A6Y

′B6 is cyclic, andKX′ ·KA6 =
KY ′ ·KB6. Also,Y ′B6C6Z

′ is cyclic, andKY ′ ·KB6 = KZ ′ ·KC6. It follows
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that
KX ′ ·KA6 = KY ′ ·KB6 = KZ ′ ·KC6,

showing thatK = ins((O), (O6)) is the radical centerJ′ of the mixtilinear excir-
cles. Hence,J ′O : J ′O6 = R : −r6. Note alsoPO : PO6 = R : r6. Then, we
have the following relations.

OJ ′ : IO =2R : 2R− r,

J ′O6 : IO =2r6 : 2R− r,

OO6 : IO =r6 −R : R− r.

SinceOJ ′ + J ′O6 = OO6, we have

2R
2R− r

+
2r6

2R− r
=

r6 −R

R− r
.

This gives: r6 = R(4R−3r)
r . SinceK = ins((O), (O6)) = r6·O+R·O6

R+r6
andJ ′ =

(4R−r)O−2R·I
2R−r are the same point, we obtainO6 = (4R+r)O−4R·I

r . �

Remark. The radical circle of the mixtilinear excircles has centerJ′ and radius
R

2R−r

√
(4R + r)(4R− 3r).

Corollary 13. IO5 · IO6 = IO2.

5. The cyclocevian conjugate

Let P be a point in the plane of triangleABC, with tracesX, Y , Z on the
sidelinesBC, CA, AB respectively. Construct the circle throughX, Y , Z. This
circle intersects the sidelinesBC, CA, AB again at pointsX′, Y ′, Z ′. A simple
application of Ceva’s Theorem shows that theAX′, BY ′, CZ ′ are concurrent.
The intersection point of these three lines is called the cyclocevian conjugate ofP .
See, for example, [2, p.226]. We denote this point byP◦. Clearly, (P ◦)◦ = P .
For example, the centroid and the orthocenters are cyclocevian conjugates, and
Gergonne point is the cyclocevian conjugate of itself.

We prove two interesting locus theorems.

Theorem 14. The locus of Q whose circumcevian triangle with respect to XY Z
is perspective to X′Y ′Z ′ is the line PP◦. For Q on PP ◦, the perspector is also on
the same line.

Proof. Let Q be a point on the linePP◦. By Pascal’s Theorem for the six points,
X ′, B′, X, Y ′, A′, Y , the intersections of the linesX′A′ andY ′B′ lies on the line
connectingQ to the intersection ofXY ′ andX′Y , which according to Pappus’
theorem (forY , Z, Z′ andC, Y , Y ′), lies onPP◦. SinceQ lies onPP◦, it
follows thatX′A′, Y ′B′, andPP ◦ are concurrent. Similarly,A′B′C ′ andX′Y ′Z ′
are perspective at a point onPP◦. The same reasoning shows that ifA′B′C ′ and
X ′Y ′Z ′ are perspective at a pointS, then bothQ andS lie on the line connecting
the intersectionsXY ′ ∩X ′Y andY Z′ ∩ Y ′Z, which is the linePP◦. �
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For example, ifP = G, thenP◦ = H. The linePP ◦ is the Euler line. IfQ = O,
the circumcenter, then the circumcevian triangle ofO (with respect to the medial
triangle) is perspective with the orthic triangle at the nine-point centerN .

Theorem 15. The locus of Q whose circumcevian triangle with respect to XY Z
is perspective to ABC is the line PP◦.

Proof. First note that

sinZ ′X ′A′

sinA′X ′Y ′ =
sinZ ′XA′

sinA′Y Y ′ =
sinZ ′ZA′

sinZAA′ ·
sinA′AY

sinA′Y Y ′ ·
sinZAA′

sinA′AY

=
AA′

ZA′ ·
A′Y
AA′ ·

sinBAX

sinXAC
=

sinY XA′

sinA′XZ
· sinBAA′

sinA′AC
.

It follows that
sinZ ′X ′A′

sinA′X ′Y ′ ·
sinX ′Y ′B′

sinB′Y ′Z ′ ·
sinY ′Z ′C ′

sinC ′Z ′X ′

=
(

sinY XA′

sinA′XZ
· sinZY B′

sinB′Y X
· sinXZC ′

sinC ′ZY

)(
sinBAA′

sinA′AC
· sinACC ′

sinC ′CB
· sinCBB′

sinB′BA

)

=
sinBAA′

sinA′AC
· sinACC ′

sinC ′CB
· sinCBB′

sinB′BA
.

Therefore,A′B′C ′ is perspective withABC if and only if it is perspective with
X ′Y ′Z ′. By Theorem 14, the locus ofQ is the linePP◦. �

6. Some further results

We establish some further results on the mixtilinear incircles and excircles re-
lating to points on the lineOI.
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Theorem 16. The line OI is the locus of P whose circumcevian triangle with
respect to A1B1C1 is perspective with XY Z .

Proof. We first show thatD = B1Y ∩C1Z lies on the lineAA1. Applying Pascal’s
Theorem to the six pointsZ, B1, B2, Y , C1, C2 on the circumcircle, the points
D = B1Y ∩C1Z, I = B2Y ∩C2Z, andB1C2 ∩B2C1 are collinear. SinceB1C2

andB2C1 are parallel to the bisectorAA1, it follows thatD lies onAA1. See
Figure 13.

Now, if E = C1Z∩A1X andF = A1X∩B1Y , the triangleDEF is perspective
with A1B1C1 at I. Equivalently,A1B1C1 is the circumcevian triangle ofI with
respect to triangleDEF . TriangleXY Z is formed by the second intersections
of the circumcircle ofA1B1C1 with the side lines ofDEF . By Theorem 14, the
locus ofP whose circumcevian triangle with respect toA1B1C1 is perspective
with XY Z is a line throughI. This is indeed the lineIO, sinceO is one such
point. (The circumcevian triangle ofO with respect toA1B1C1 is perspective with
XY Z at I). �

Remark. If P dividesOI in the ratioOP : PI = t : 1 − t, then the perspectorQ
divides the same segment in the ratioOQ : QI = (1 + t)R : −2tr. In particular,
if P = ins((O), (I)), this perspector isT , the homothetic center of the excentral
and intouch triangles.

Corollary 17. The line OI is the locus of Q whose circumcevian triangle with
respect to A1B1C1 (or XY Z) is perspective with DEF .

Proposition 18. The triangle A2B2C2 is perspective
(1) with XY Z at the incenter I ,
(2) with X′Y ′Z ′ at the centroid of the excentral triangle.
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Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 6(b).
(2) Referring to Figure 7, the excenterIa is the midpointBaCa. ThereforeX′Ia

is a median of triangleX′BaCa, and it intersectsB2C2 at its midpointX′′. Since
A2B2IaC2 is a parallelogram,A2, X ′, X ′′ andIa are collinear. In other words, the
line A2X

′ contains a median, hence the centroid, of the excentral triangle. So do
B2Y

′ andC2Z. �

LetA7 be the second intersection of the circumcircle with the line�a, the radical
axis of the mixtilinear incircles(Ob) and(Oc). Similarly defineB7 andC7. See
Figure 14.

Theorem 19. The triangles A7B7C7 and XY Z are perspective at a point on the
line OI .

Remark. This point dividesOI in the ratio4R − r : −4r and has homogeneous
barycentric coordinates(

a(b + c− 5a)
b + c− a

:
b(c + a− 5b)
c + a− b

:
c(a + b− 5c)
a + b− c

)
.

7. Summary

We summarize the triangle centers on theOI-line associated with mixtilinear
incircles and excircles by listing, for various values oft, the points which divide
OI in the ratioR : tr. The last column gives the indexing of the triangle centers in
[2, 3].
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t first barycentric coordinate Xn

1 a2(s − a) ins((O), (I)) X55

perspector ofABC andX′Y ′Z ′
perspector ofABC andA5B5C5

−1 a2

s−a exs((O), (I)) X56

perspector ofABC andXY Z
perspector ofABC andA6B6C6

− 2R
2R+r

a
s−a homothetic center of excentral X57

and intouch triangles
−1

2 a2(b2 + c2 − a2 − 4bc) radical center of mixtilinear X999

incircles
1
4 a2(b2 + c2 − a2 + 8bc) center of Apollonian circle of

mixtilinear incircles
−4R−r

2r a2f(a, b, c) radical center of mixtilinear
excircles

−4R+r
4r a2g(a, b, c) center of Apollonian circle of

mixtilinear excircles
−4R

r a(3a2 − 2a(b + c) − (b− c)2) centroid of excentral triangle X165

− 4R
4R−r

a(b+c−5a)
b+c−a perspector ofA7B7C7 andXY Z

The functionsf andg are given by
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f(a, b, c) =a4 − 2a3(b + c) + 10a2bc + 2a(b + c)(b2 − 4bc + c2)

− (b− c)2(b2 + 4bc + c2),

g(a, b, c) =a5 − a4(b + c) − 2a3(b2 − bc + c2) + 2a2(b + c)(b2 − 5bc + c2)

+ a(b4 − 2b3c + 18b2c2 − 2bc3 + c4) − (b− c)2(b + c)(b2 − 8bc + c2).
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